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The Bauhaus was not a house: it was an awakening.  

It was made up of people, personalities and their  

approaches. It was a laboratory and a school; a place for  

research, teaching and creativity. A place for the arts, color 

and culture. The values enshrined by the Bauhaus are as  

alive as never before.        A tribute

People

Aesthetics

Mastery

Progress

Relevance

Tribute to
the Bauhaus

Dear Readers, 

In 1926, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe moved from Berlin to Stuttgart, where he had 

accepted the post of artistic director for a project by the Deutscher Werkbund,  

the German craftsmen association. He was to build the prototype of a housing estate 

on Killesberg hill, located on the northern edge of Stuttgart. “Die Wohnung” (“The 

Dwelling”) was one of the first exhibitions of its kind. It offered a microcosm of  

modernity: the relationship between interior and exterior, building and living, house 

and human. 

That is how the Weissenhof Estate was created, which marked the arrival of 

modern living – and the Bauhaus school – in Stuttgart. Mies van der Rohe engaged 

the most progressive architects of the time to work on the project. Gropius,  

Le Corbusier, Scharoun, Behrens and the Taut brothers designed buildings for this 

housing estate which only needed to fulfill two criteria: they had to have flat roofs 

and white walls.  

And, as fate would have it, in the Feuerbach neighborhood right at the foot of 

Killesberg hill, Walter Knoll had just opened his furniture factory one year earlier. 

Every day after work, he would drive home to Vollmöller Villa in the southern part  

of the city. And a mere two-minute drive from his villa was the office that star 

architect Mies van der Rohe had rented for his project. It is thus highly probable  

that the two men encountered one another even more often than in their many 

business meetings. Walter Knoll furnished five prototype apartments for Mies van 

der Rohe as well as four other ones for other architects. This marked the arrival of 

modernity at Walter Knoll – first as a friendship, then as an approach. 

It is thus with great pleasure that we present to you, on the hundredth anniver - 

sary of the founding of the Bauhaus school, our new products – with which we  

also wish to pay homage to modernity and its masters. The Farns, a sideboard by 

EOOS, is a tribute to Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and his iconic Farnsworth House. 

Living Landscape, the sofa that can change direction, was also conceived by  

constructively confronting the open spaces of modernity. Now we are introducing  

its redesign: Living Landscape 755. And with Vostra Wood, we are reissuing our 

modern classic from the 1950s.   

And it is precisely those things – the Bauhaus and modernity – which we will 

focus on in diverse and hopefully inspiring ways in the coming months. You have our 

word: we will keep you posted! 

Until then, you can visit our website. Or come visit us in Herrenberg: we would  

be delighted to welcome you any time!

Sincerely yours, 

 
Markus Benz

MARKUS BENZ

CEO, Walter Knoll

WALTER KNOLLEDITORIAL



PEOPLE 

“The ultimate goal of all art is the building.” Thus read the fi rst sentence 

of the Bauhaus manifesto, written by Walter Gropius one hundred 

years ago. He believed that buildings should be designed for people, not for the 

powers that be; that they should be understandable rather than overwhelming.

To do so, he said, it would require architects, craftsmen and artists who 

thought independently: people who designed holistically, as though from the 

same mind. The Bauhaus school, with its design vocabulary, emerged out 

of this philosophy: it produced a style that was clear, reduced and so universal 

that it was understood throughout the world. We at Walter Knoll share this 

philosophy. We hold the uplifting, even liberating, impact of modernity in high 

regard. To us, the purpose of a piece of furniture is to create warmth, and 

a sense of security and trust. Walter Knoll designs furniture and objects that 

have a purpose. People feel immediately at home in spaces with Walter Knoll 

furniture – because we use the same universal vocabulary of color and design. 

True beauty
is timeless

Furniture 
is for people

The Bauhaus was more than a revolt against ornamentation and 

excess. It was above all a liberating force that brought design back to

 its roots. Color, form, scale: the Bauhaus uncovered the age-old geometry 

of aesthetics. And once the dust of the centuries had been swept away, this 

new generation of artists and craftsmen came up with its forms of timeless 

coherence. Pure, reduced, classic. Just as the golden ratio existed before it was 

discovered, the Bauhaus describes an archaic aesthetic that dates back far more 

than a century. In that sense, modernity was never a fashion, but a tradition 

marked by the rediscovery and revision of true values. And upholding these 

values is a part of Walter Knoll’s identity. 

AESTHETICS

PROGRESS 

The Bauhaus school was an awakening. It married art and craft – 

and connected both disciplines with the technology of the time. 

It was characterized by an unbridled curiosity for processes, industry, 

working techniques and manufacturing. In this way, nearly every creation 

that came out of the Bauhaus pushed the boundaries of the feasible. 

That is also our approach at Walter Knoll. We only consider a product 

fi nished when it has made an improvement. When it has added a new vital 

element to its category. When it has done more with less. When it has set 

aesthetic standards as well as standards in manufacturing, workman ship 

and sustainability. We cannot live up to these standards on our own. Our 

headquarters is located in the heartland of modern technology. Some 

of our partners have their roots in the Bauhaus school. But what they all 

share is a passion for innovation. And for making good things even better. 

MASTERY

“We must all return to craftsmanship!” Walter Gropius wrote in 

his manifesto, calling for the creation of a new guild without 

“a prideful barrier between craftsmen and artists.” It was in this “purposeful 

and cooperative endeavor of all artisans” – in the interaction between poetry 

and know-how, intuition and technology – that the Bauhaus movement 

was born. It is also the point from which Walter Knoll begins its work every 

day. Art is the refi nement of craft, Gropius said. But we also know the reverse 

to be true. In the same way that art and craft were united in the Bauhaus 

school, design and craft are intertwined at Walter Knoll. As are construction 

and imagination; perfection and craftsmanship; attention to detail and a 

passion for materials and technology. By balancing all these aspects, the ideas 

of architects and designers become true interior masterpieces. 

Craft is the refi nement
of design

A product is good when it 
makes an improvement

Five truths established one hundred years ago. 

That still hold true today. And that will continue 

to have an impact on us in the future

Our charter

RELEVANCE

The Bauhaus is alive. As a school of the classics. As a standard and an 

approach. Its timelessness stems from an intense reduction process. 

From designs, philosophies and forms that are so clearly and rigorously distilled 

that they are able to withstand the test of time. We do the same at Walter Knoll: 

in our designs it is only the essence that remains. Relevance emerges out of 

the opposite of indifference. Concealed in every design are hundreds of ideas 

we have discarded. We keep on refi ning as long as we need to. Then we ask 

ourselves: is it truly good? Is there anything else we can leave out? It is this 

ambition that creates values that last. And it is this process of refi nement that 

enables us to create furniture with relevance – with designs so fully developed 

in terms of form, workmanship and materials that they transcend generations. 

The more we leave out, 
the longer we last
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The new modernity 
of living  
Open. Free. Confi dent. Looking forward to the future. 

With a heart that loves beauty. Welcome to the Bauhaus. 

Welcome to the new modernity of living

Geometry of beauty: cubic shapes 

defi ne the room, negotiate between 

indoors and out, yesterday and 

tomorrow. Living Landscape 755 sofa, 

The Farns sideboard, Oki and Oki Table 

occasional tables, Kiwara pillow from 

the Badawi Pillows range, Suma carpet, 

Tadeo dining table, Saddle Chair chairs

NEWS 2019
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Benchmark and attitude.  

The design language of modernity 

outlives all fashions. Clear, reduced, 

universal. The Farns sideboard,  

Living Landscape 755 sofa,  

Foster 620 Table occasional tables, 

Isanka basket, Usiku carpet

The Bauhaus was a project of ideas  

and free thinking. That’s how we live 

today: with pieces of furniture that are 

free. They don’t stand against the wall,  

but in the center of a room. They don’t 

need to hide, but speak to us. They  

are not heavy, but airy. Not clunky,  

but poetic, friendly, flexible. Not from 

yesterday, but for tomorrow. 

NEWS 2019
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Between creation and imagination. 

With a love of material and a passion 

for innovation – this is how furniture 

is created at Walter Knoll. Tama Living 

sofa, The Farns sideboard, Ishino Table 

occasional tables, Mwamba pillow 

from the Badawi Pillows range, 

Kiwara carpet

Because we use our rooms in so many diff erent 

ways, for both living and working, the same applies to 

our homely companions. Form follows function. 

NEWS 2019
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House 
in house 
It is a striking, small building in a living space. More architecture  

than furniture. More statement than server. The Farns is as clear and 

innovative as Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s “Farnsworth House” was  

at the time – the prototype of all glass buildings. A landmark in every 

living landscape. Like the timelessly valid architecture of modernity,  

The Farns also plays with light and shade, with shape and geometry, 

wood and glass. A modern spacious bungalow, fascinating by day  

and night, open on all sides, transparent and accessible – always the 

center of attention

The Farns.  Design: EOOS.

Form follows the love of material: 

tinted glass, masterly finished veneer 

and mirrored walls

Innovative and reticent: the doors  

can be opened 180 degrees thanks to  

a concealed hinge mechanism. The 

sideboard becomes freely accessible, 

from the back and from the front, from 

both the living and the dining room. 

A piece of furniture that allows you to 

look and feel through – the charm of 

“open plan”

The design story

“Great sketches, but it can’t be put into 

practice.” Enthusiasm about the look, 

but the developers and construction  

engineers otherwise shook their heads. 

How on earth could you work out the  

statics? Without a rear panel? With  

that much glass? With doors that open  

by 180°? And how should the undersized 

hinges carry the large glass doors? This 

sideboard draft by design trio EOOS  

seemed to be a flight of fancy. “Attractive, 

admittedly, but it will never work!”  

But it did. The development team from  

Walter Knoll set about looking for the  

very best in the region of inventors to 

make the impossible possible. New door 

fittings and an adhesive that balances  

the temperature differences of alumi-

num and glass without losing strength 

were specially created for The Farns.  

A new lighting technology to perfectly 

showcase what is inside. And the glass  

itself became the carrying static element. 

The result is more than a sideboard: 

dresser or credenza, highboard or low-

board, display cabinet or bar unit,  

floating shelving or luminaire – a struc-

turing architectural element for every  

living area. 

Design: EOOS.

The Austrian designers Martin Bergmann, 

Gernot Bohmann and Harald Gründl  

run their atelier in Vienna and work in 

projects from Milan to Toronto, London 

to New York, Berlin to Herrenberg. 

EOOS draws on the archaic and creates 

visionary pieces. The designers observe 

human rituals, sense desires and instincts, 

and develop furniture to suit life.

Facts and details

• Individual configurations

•  Virtually invisible hinges

•  180 degree opening angle for the 

door elements 

•  Light package optionally available

•  Cable ducts allow unproblematic 

media installation

•  Veneers in oak burned, white pigmen-

ted or nutwood, all oiled – to make 

them look and feel like solid wood

Find out more in

the configurator

•  Classic linear 

Bauhaus shape

•  Fascinating  

mirror effects

•  With light if  

desired

•  Innovative use  

of glass

•  Up to eight doors

•  Accessories in  

leather, from  

inlays through to 

pads and trays

•  Drawers with 

magnetic divider 

elements

NEWS 2019
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“The statics of the sideboard were a  
particular challenge. And we are really 
proud to have found a solution.”
Clemens Schmidt  Technology and Development at Walter Knoll 

Drawer units with either one, two  

or three drawers. With a leather inlay  

and dividers inside if required

Leather tray for all sorts – cards,  

jewelry, spectacles, pens ... 

U-shaped glass panels  

in different heights provide  

additional shelves

If required, LED strips can be  

integrated in the “roof” of The Farns. 

They can be switched on and dimmed 

using a concealed button. A light 

installation with fascinating effects, 

supported by the mirrored wall sections

The language of The Farns: clear,  

comprehensible, transparent, straightforward, 

with no frills. Like a bungalow

The large glass U shape makes  

a second shelf unit

The Farns is a grown-up version of the sideboard. It can be used as a luminaire, 

make a statement within a particular space – like a bungalow in a park.  

The doors of The Farns can be opened 180 degrees creating a spatial item with  

a range of faces for innumerable lighting effects.  The Farns furnishes every living 

landscape with a secret. The mirrored panels make the inside seem endless.  

Construction and statics? Remain a mystery. And even when The Farns stands 

against a wall, the mirrored panels magic it into a light board – transparent,  

resolute and straightforward. A sideboard that is like a gallery, a true tribute  

to the Bauhaus. 

All variants of The Farns can be equipped 

with a range of accessories

NEWS 2019
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Striking format: the corpus of  

the two-door highboard  

The Farns makes a cubic statement. 

Deen Table standing height table,  

375 barstools, Chimbuka carpet

The all-rounder

The Farns is 240 centimeters wide. The corpus is  

either 45 or 75 centimeters high and can be  

combined with a framework of 15 or 30 centimeters. 

The rear panels are made of glass. If desired,  

the sideboard is illuminated on the inside with LED 

strip lighting

The free-standing variant has a total of eight doors 

– four at the front, four at the back. The other variant 

has four at the front. The outer doors are made  

of glass, the central ones feature veneer in nutwood  

or oak. The sideboard with four doors is also available 

with a cable duct. The interior can be equipped with 

lighting if so desired

As a highboard, The Farns has a corpus  

120 centimeters in height, plus the framework  

at a height of 15 or 30 centimeters. One door  

is made of glass, the other of veneer. The interior  

can be equipped with lighting if so desired

Sideboard without doors

Sideboard with 4 or 8 doors

Sideboard with 2 doors

The Farns was developed as a modular system. Accessible from both sides and  

as a sideboard against the wall. From 60 centimeters high to a highboard  

measuring 1.50 meters. With or without light installation. With or without  

wooden doors. This way or that – a sculpture of clarity, pure and versatile.

NEWS 2019
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Living Landscape 755.  Design: EOOS.

A sofa landscape with which our perspective of life can change  

direction. Living Landscape 755 modifies a space – it not only  

opens up the area in front of but also behind the sofa, thus widening  

our views. To the lake, the fireplace, the people at our side 

Living with a 
360-degree perspective 

Living Landscape 755 is the comfort zone for ever y - 

 one and everything. One person might be reading,  

another gazing at the landscape outside, while a third  

person works. Independently from one another, but  

close enough to be together. Just right. 

Living Landscape 755 flexibly fits into a room without  

taking over – living room, loft, open space. With a  

clear shape, solid and stable. Expertly created in perfect 

craftsmanship from the upholstery to the seams. 

Spending the evening with friends?  

Or enjoying some me time with a view  

of the outside world? The corner  

elements of Living Landscape 755 can be 

simply turned 90 degrees by hand – to  

suit every requirement. Oki and Oki Table 

occasional tables, Kiwara pillow from  

the Badawi Pillows range, Suma carpet

NEWS 2019
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Living Landscape 755 exudes a sense  

of calm and guarantees long-term 

pleasure in comfortable sitting.  

The tray made of saddle leather and 

solid wood provides practical storage 

space; it perfectly matches the  

side table which is made of the same,  

warm materials. The upholstered  

element on the right can be turned  

90 degrees – to face the fireplace.  

Foster 620 Table occasional tables, 

Usiku carpet, Isanka basket

LIVING LANDSCAPE 755.  DESIGN: EOOS. NEWS 2019
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The design story

The houses of the great masters create 

relationships. They link inside and out, 

between surrounding landscape and the 

people in the room, between areas for 

eating, living and sleeping and a view into 

the distance. The designers from EOOS 

studied the plans of great architects such 

as Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright  

as well as Shigeru Ban and asked the 

question which pieces of furniture can 

best establish a relationship between 

furniture and room? The answer: the 

ideal sofa has to reflect the diversity of 

open architecture by opening up, or 

“activating” as the designers from EOOS 

call it, the various perspectives of the 

room. This was how Living Landscape 750 

came into being a good ten years ago. A 

success. A living landscape which gives its 

occupiers a new spatial experience thanks 

to gently swiveling corner elements. 

Cubist, communicative with a range of 

possible uses. A patented mechanism, 

concealed in the attractive corpus, is the 

secret behind these changing perspectives. 

“Every sofa opens up a space  
in front of it. Living Landscape 755  
uses the space in all directions.” 
EOOS  Designer

Facts and details

• Smooth-running mechanism

• Countless possible variations

• Patented technology

•  Maximum seating comfort thanks  

to the soft upholstery

•  Tray and side table made of solid 

wood and saddle leather

A small tree in a room

The design story 

Developing the Foster 620 Table also 

meant coming to terms with nature. Not 

just in terms of design – the table looks  

as if it is rooted to the spot. But also in 

terms of manufacture. The leg is made of 

solid timber with an evenly velvety 

surface. The challenge: how can you get  

a chunk of a tree to withstand heat  

and cold in all kinds of climatic regions 

without cracking? The construction 

engineers spent months thinking round 

the problem until they had a brainwave.

Design: Norman Foster. 

British architect Norman Foster is per- 

haps the most well-known architect of our  

time. With his studio Foster + Partners,  

he has constructed a number of buildings 

all over the world, including public  

build ings such as airport terminals,  

subway stations and museums. Notable 

icons are the Millennium Bridge and  

30 St Mary Axe in London, the Apple 

Park in California and the Reichstag 

Building in Berlin. It was the furnishing 

of the latter that saw the start of the 

collaboration between Norman Foster 

and Walter Knoll. Since then, they have 

created several programs together 

illustrating the synthesis of architecture 

and furnishings.

Facts and details

• The sculptural design is attractive  

and calming

• The solid timber leg seems to have 

taken root

• The circular table top, matt powder- 

coated black or bronze, or lacquered 

in copper, accentuates the room

•  Very best of 

craftsmanship

•  High-grade, solid 

timber leg

•  Slimline table top

The Foster 620 Table looks like it‘s 

grown out of the floor, naturally 

belonging to the room. The harmony 

of the shape inspired by nature, the 

elegant top and unique grain make this 

occasional table a sculpture

This idea, the interaction of form and 

function, makes Living Landscape a time- 

 less, modern living object in the very best 

sense of Bauhaus. The redesign of 2019 

entailed a sensitive revision of shape  

for a softer touch and feel. And the soft 

upholstery now offers even more comfort 

and depth in the seating expe ri ence. 

Supplemented with the new tray and the 

side table, Living Landscape satisfies the 

desire for a modern lifestyle. 

Find out more in

the configurator

Find out more in

the configurator

Flexible living landscape:   

(1) The sofa looks in one direction.  

(2) The corner element can be  

turned in a flash. (3) To enjoy the  

view in the other direction

1 2 3

Foster 620 Table.  Design: Norman Foster.

NEWS 2019

•  Living with a 

360-degree  

perspective

•  Agile versatility

•  Calm, elegant 

aura

LIVING LANDSCAPE 755.  DESIGN: EOOS.
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Come together
DEEN TABLE.  Design: EOOS.

Family life: coming and going, sitting and standing. Obligations and pleasures. 

And Deen Table is pure pleasure. Unconventional, communicative, dynamic:  

life at a standing height table is life on a level playing field. Whoever is there first, 

extends the invitation. The minute you arrive, you are immediately on board. 

The warmth of the solid wood top and the round edge immediately engender 

closeness and trust

The design story

A standing height table promotes open, 

dynamic exchange. This is where you  

can keep track of what´s going on. The 

narrow table top ensures proximity.  

That was something the designers from 

EOOS knew, and they also knew: height 

and slimline dimensions alone are not 

enough. The design should have a positive 

effect on those standing round the table. 

The table should feel pleasant. Class was 

the core message, decided EOOS and 

Walter Knoll. They chose elegant solid 

wood for the top, mount and legs. The 

velvety oiled surface exudes a sense of 

calm. The radii of the boat-shaped top 

look harmonious. The mini mal width 

facilitates communication. The perfectly 

shaped soft edge sweet-talks your hand. 

The elegant legs look natural. The product 

is top-class, vital and relaxed through 

and through. Which is why this standing 

height table fits in fantastically to a lively 

household. The ideal meeting point.

Facts and details

•  Sculptural table top and legs made  

of solid wood

• The soft edge feels pleasantly soft

Rich in variety: Deen Table comes in two heights.  

The difference between them is ten centimeters – for 

different markets, preferences and situations.  

The table top is available in several sizes 

Deen Table, the snug meeting point. 

The perfect place for a conversation, 

a coffee or a book. At this standing 

height table, everyone will find  

the space they need. 375 barstools,  

The Farns highboard and sideboard, 

Grand Suite sofa, Oki Table occasional 

tables, Chimbuka and Safara carpets, 

Atelier Chair armchair

WALTER KNOLL NEWS 2019

•  Masterpiece made 

of solid wood

•  Sophistication 

and delicate  

elegance

•  Invitation to talk 

•  Multiple hand- 

crafted details
Find out more in

the configurator
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Transcending 
time Vostra Wood.  Design: Walter Knoll Team.

Successful design knows no expiry date. On the contrary:  

what is already good becomes valuable over time. The function  

proves its worth. The comfort is compelling, the shape  

pleasing, the classic is strong enough to adapt – so that it stays

The design story

The history of the Vostra dates back  

to a draft by the Danish/American  

designer Jens Risom from 1943 – a small 

armchair made of beechwood and belted. 

Five years earlier, Hans Knoll, son of 

Walter Knoll, emigrated to the US, set up 

business on his own, included the chair 

in his successful collection and, in 1947, 

sent it to his father. That is how the  

precursor of Vostra came to Germany. 

Walter Knoll then developed a new,  

proprietary form of the armchair with  

tubular steel legs and elaborate uphol-

stery. This classic piece was first pro- 

duced in 1949, exactly 70 years ago. And 

right in time for its 70th birthday, the 

chair is now once again available with 

solid wood legs: Vostra Wood, based on 

the 1956 version.

Design: Walter Knoll Team.

Walter Knoll has always seen itself –  

in Bauhaus tradition – as being equally 

committed to design and craftsman - 

ship. The creative minds in the team at  

Walter Knoll develop exceptional 

top-quality furniture. And Vostra is an 

example of this. The Walter Knoll team 

designed the small armchair in 1949 for  

the post-war German market. Its modern,  

timeless lines have made it a classic.

Facts and details

•  The three character buttons prove the 

upholstery experience of Walter Knoll 

•  Legs in four solid 

wood variants   

•  Comfortably 

upholstered

•  The armchair  

of the 1950s

“Vostra is a prime example of the  
 style of modernity. Best craftsmanship, 
 timeless design.”
  Jürgen Röhm  Head of Research and Development at Walter Knoll

Clean lines with fine curves:  

Vostra Wood has been synonymous 

with modern living since the 1950s. 

375 occasional tables, Usiku carpet

Find out more in

the configurator

Three tufted buttons reveal the  

masterly signature of the upholsterers 

at Walter Knoll

NEWS 2019
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The design story  

Nobody needs to worry about the 

success of the FK family. Since the 1960s, 

members of the FK family have been 

welcomed all over in top-quality, stylish 

interiors – as a soloist, in compositions 

or as a complement for sofa and lounge 

groups. The developers rose to the 

challenge. Would it be possible to model 

softer upholstery into the seating area?

Design: Preben Fabricius & 
Jørgen Kastholm.

Inspired by functionalism and the 

resoluteness of Scandinavian design, 

interior designers Preben Fabricius and 

Jørgen Kastholm founded their atelier 

in 1961 – an atelier that was to produce 

icons of furniture history. Their main 

concern was to state the function of 

an aesthetic form. The FK bucket seat, 

designed by Fabricius and Kastholm, 

symbolizes classical design, and is as 

timeless as it is modern. It won the very 

fi rst German prize for “Good Shape” 

(“Gute Form”) in 1969.

Facts and details

• The bucket is completely covered 

with soft leather

• The seat swivels

•  Unique pieces, 

minimalistic form

•  Understated, 

additional 

upholstery

The FK bucket seat is international design history, a beacon of modernity. The fi ne

lines and clear contours are as compelling today as they ever were. The new soft

upholstery is as reticent as it is eff ective, underscoring both the lines and the coziness.

The perfect sketch, supplemented with long-lasting comfort

Icon in the 
comfort zone

The armrests of FK seem to be 

beckoning – inviting us with open arms. 

The bucket provides ample protection, 

the leather oozes warmth and comfort

Pioneer of minimalism:

the three-star base of FK is made

of polished aluminum

FK.  Design: Preben Fabricius & Jørgen Kastholm.

Find out more in

the confi gurator
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From your smartphone 
to your home 
Now you can customize Walter Knoll furniture on your own from the comfort of your home: 

using augmented reality, you can create personalized and detailed interiors, and easily  

and playfully arrange and rearrange your furniture designs to your heart’s content – anywhere, 

anytime. Discover our new planning tools for tablets, computers and smartphones

Every single item of furniture can  

be placed, moved and swapped within 

your own four walls playfully and  

in real time using augmented reality

The mobile furniture  
configuration tool   
The app for furniture enthusiasts

The smartphone and tablet app for visual- 

izing interiors. Furniture is customized in 

3D and placed in the customer’s home. The 

app designs entire rooms in real time. All 

products and configurations are already 

integrated. The views can be exported and 

shared as a PDF or image file via download, 

email, WhatsApp or text.

The planning office in your pocket

Imagine a furniture catalog that fits in your pocket 

because it’s on your smartphone. In it, you will  

find furniture by Walter Knoll in every size, color  

and variant – all in high resolution. With a simple 

swipe, you can make modifications to the furniture 

and examine your creations from every conceiv  - 

able viewpoint. Better yet, you can even try out  

various furniture configurations for your chairs,  

sofas and tables at home with an augmented reality  

The digital furniture catalog  
The app for professional users  

The pCon.box add-on for professionals. 

Dealers, planners and architects can  

look up prices and find additional infor - 

mation such as assembly instructions, 

certificates, brochures and high-quality 

photos. This app also has an augmented 

reality function.

The room planning tool  
For architects, interior designer  

and planners    

By far the most widely used platform  

for room and interior planning. Intuitive 

and easy to use. Any product can be 

displayed in 3D on floor plans and in 

rooms. Simple exports in all standard CAD 

formats (dwg, dxt, dxf, sat, sab, 3ds, skp, 

etc.) and as images, videos or panoramic 

views for presentations.

function – and see your furniture as if it were right 

there in the room. Want to make a change? No 

problem: all variants are stored in the app and you  

can easily configure them with a few taps of the  

finger. Digital furniture planning doesn’t get any  

more convenient for customers than this. And  

even planners, architects and dealers can reap the  

benefits – using Walter Knoll’s digital planning office.  

The digital planning toolkit   

Three tools for professional furniture planning
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Pos. Article image Description Quantity Single price Total price

1 820-10 R ST | Recamiere mit Side 
Table, 1-sitzig
Walter Knoll | TL

Walter Knoll Tama Living Model 
820-10 R ST 
Recamiere mit Side Table, 1-sitzig
Gestell: Aluminiumrahmen mit 
Massivholzkufen

Material: Leder
Bezug : Elen (PG65)
Bezugsfarbe: 1226 loam
Ausführung: rechts
Aluminiumrahmen : matt-
pulverbeschichtet bronze
Kufen : Nussbaum mit 
Splitanteil, geölt (.99wo)
Gleiter: Stopper
Sitz: leger
Sitzhöhe: 43 cm
Tischplatte: Leder Saddle black
Maße: B 158 T 177 H 85 SH 43

1 €8,127.00 €8,127.00

2 820-CK1 | Comfortkissen
Walter Knoll | TL

Walter Knoll Tama Living Model 
820-CK1
Comfortkissen

Material: Leder
Bezug : Elen (PG65)
Bezugsfarbe: 1226 loam
Maße: 52 x 52

1 €464.00 €464.00
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Interior design – 
now digital 
and crazy simple 

ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS: you can now customize all 

furniture with all surfaces easily and intuitively. From anywhere 

in the world, you can get high-quality graphics data 24/7 to 

enhance your 3D planning with product representations that 

are as realistic and true-to-scale as it gets. These can be 

exported and incorporated into your CAD planning. Product 

data, certifi cates and material information are also included 

so you can execute tenders as accurately as possible.

DEALERS: you have access to all data. You can answer customer 

queries immediately, digitally, profi ciently and vividly. Do they 

want a 360-degree view of furniture in 3D? To zoom in on details? 

To browse through all sizes, shapes and fi nishes right there? 

Questions are transformed into customer experiences. Every 

product, every confi guration can be ordered from Walter Knoll in 

Herrenberg directly from the app. Convenient, effi  cient and your 

confi guration guaranteed.

CUSTOMERS: you can design things on your own. With 

augmented reality, you can place the furniture you’ve confi gured 

in your own home digitally and to scale. The apps are free and 

highly intuitive. Images and designs can be shared with family 

and friends so you can discuss them together and change them as 

many times as you like. The new digital tools turn furniture 

planning into a sensory experience. For more information, please 

send your desired confi guration to your dealer.

WALTER KNOLL
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